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What do the Fourth Crusade, the exploration of the New World, secret
excavations of the Holy Land, and the pontificate of Innocent the Third all have in
common? Answer: Venice and the Templars. What do they have in common with
Jesus, Gottfried Leibniz, Sir Isaac Newton, Rene Descartes, and the Earl of
Oxford? Answer: Egypt and a body of doctrine known as Hermeticism. In this
book, noted author and researcher Joseph P. Farrell takes the reader on a
journey through the hidden history of the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and
early Enlightenment, connecting the dots between Venice, international banking,
the Templars, and hidden knowledge. He draws out the connections between the
notorious Venetian “Council of Ten,” little known Venetian voyages to the New
World, and the sack of Constantinople during the Fourth Crusade. The hidden
role of Venice and Hermeticism reached far and wide, into the plays of
Shakespeare (a.k.a. Edward DeVere, Earl of Oxford), into the quest of the three
great mathematicians of the Early Enlightenment for a lost form of analysis, and
back into the end of the classical era, to little known Egyptian influences at work
during the time of Jesus.
A senior editor of National Review and leading conservative spokesperson
provides commentary to accompany this anthology of character-building stories
from history, the Bible, and such poets as Frost and Angelou. 60,000 first
printing. National ad/promo. Tour.
It is said that history is written by the victors. Does that make them even partly
right? Or, more to the point, even a little interesting? Of course not. This unique
look at history begins with an alternative Genesis as it were, elaborately
recounting the birth of human civilization through the vehicle of ancient Egyptian
deities, albeit in light of the most recent knowledge on arch?ology, anthropology,
linguistics, sociology, comparative religion, political science, and general history.
It moves quickly but seamlessly to Greece via Crete, revealing the relatively
young age of Continental European (and thus all Western) culture, science, art,
and religion, and their highly derivative nature?a point subtly repeated throughout
this astonishingly wide-ranging work. As the title suggests, this is a book of
contrasts, constantly comparing not only the Saints and the Sinners, but the East
and the West, be the issues dealt with political or religious; in most cases, the
one cannot be separated from the other. The phrase ?I come not to bring peace,
but to bring a sword? certainly summarizes the history of mainline Christianity.
But did Jesus even exist? And if he did, was he just re-enacting ancient myths
and repeating old sayings? And what of Mohammed? Was he a false prophet,
the Last Prophet, or just our for profit? The author does not presume to pass
such judgement, only to relate the events as they happened, the facts as they
stand, even if many of them are little known ones, conspicuous by their absence
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in standard school history books. He purports to offer a self-critique of Western
culture by a cultured Westerner, a task made all the more challenging by the
current, precarious world political situation. Factual without being dry, educational
without being condescending, the Saints & Sinners debunks myths without
destroying the mystery.
The quintessential image of the hero for GOD, the Knight, half warrior and half
saint, stands for everything good, strong, and honorable in the human spirit. This
book contains twenty-five years of research on true knighthood: the refined and
essential virtues, elements, techniques and strategies to wage successful war
against Evil. Taken from the lives, stories, and advice of warriors, saints, monks,
priests, and pious people, these strategies show specifically and very concretely
how to be a knight and hero. The book explains How does a knight use purity to
make himself stronger in physical, as well as mental and spiritual combat? How
does a knight find a state of Grace? How does a knight develop his moral
courage and his ability to sacrifice? Why meekness and humility is the root of
true strength, How great courage is directly derived from fear of GOD, How
sacrifice and asceticism can be used to defeat demons, How Faith can be
developed and improved. The techniques of Sir Ramon Lull, Rodrigo De Bivar,
Charles Martel, Sir Miguel Cervantes, and saints such as Ignatius, Louis, Francis,
Augustine, Aquinas and many more Every question is answered. Only one thing
remains. May GOD grant us HIS Grace.
Religion and Security: The New Nexus in International Relations focuses on a
groundbreaking theme. In global security today, religion is not only part of the
problem but also part of the solution. This book explores positive nexus points
between religion and security, paying particular attention to the resources within
the Abrahamic faith traditions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam that foster
sustainable peace. Religion and Security is a lively and insightful collection of
analyses by distinguished scholars and practitioners in security, diplomacy,
conflict resolution, human rights and theology. As states and nongovernmental
organizations alike reconsider their strategies for being relevant in the 21st
century, this book provides a practical framework through which both can work
toward reducing violence and promoting human dignity. Divided into four parts,
Religion and Security addresses themes of war and terrorism, pluralism and
stability, military intervention and conflict resolution, and religious freedom and
civil society. It underscores a crucial irony: nations that violate religious human
rights in the name of "security" will ultimately be vulnerable to a number of
significant threats to stability. This volume is a timely guide to the intersection of
religion and security for human rights organizations, security experts, scholars of
religion and politics, government and non-government staffers and decisionmakers, and students in the disciplines of international affairs.
"In Wilson's hands these familiar stories make for gripping reading."—The New
York Times Book Review New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice Author
of Dante in Love A sweeping panorama of the Elizabethan age, a time of
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remarkable, strange personages and great political and social change, by one of
our most renowned historians A time of exceptional creativity, wealth creation,
larger-than-life royalty and political expansion, the Elizabethan age was also
more remarkable than any other for the Technicolor personalities of its royals and
subjects. Apart from the complex character of the Virgin Queen herself, A. N.
Wilson's The Elizabethans follows the stories of Francis Drake, a privateer who
not only defeated the Spanish Armada but also circumnavigated the globe with a
drunken, mutinous crew and without reliable navigational instruments; political
intriguers like William Cecil and Francis Walsingham; and Renaissance literary
geniuses from Sir Philip Sidney to Christopher Marlowe and William
Shakespeare. Most crucially, this was the age when modern Britain was born and
established independence from mainland Europe—both in its resistance to
Spanish and French incursions and in its declaration of religious liberty from the
pope—and laid the foundations for the explosion of British imperial power and
eventual American domination. An acknowledged master of the allencompassing single-volume history, Wilson tells the exhilarating story of the
Elizabethan era with all the panoramic sweep of his bestselling The Victorians,
and with the wit and iconoclasm that are his trademarks.
The war-on-drugs assumes all casual users are corrupted equally. It separates
family, love, loyalty, and all positive social structures into protectionist policies,
while ignoring the fact that casual users likewise demonstrate all of these
qualities. It keeps the testimonial as its logo, and ignores the fact that experience
holds no secrets. It calls casual use bad and sobriety good. And ignores that in
all practical terms the two are simply different. This book is structured as a
debate between two opponents, one pro drug-choice, the other against. Using a
point-counterpoint style the two present their best and worse case experiences.
Though there is a logical structure to the presentation of ideas, I have labored to
make the debate seem as natural as possible. The intent of the book may seem
to build a case for the legalization of certain drugs, however, my greater intent is
this: to present the ideas and voices of those too long dismissed in this debate.
Most people believe there are only two sides to an argument. This is a false
assumption, for there is right, wrong, and neutral. This oft overlooked third
alternative I have relegated to the footnotes. I would encourage you to not just
read passively, but rather engage the conversation with your own arguments. My
best hope is this, you will come to see the world in ways you have, till now,
overlooked.
The Reformation was the seismic event in European history over the past 1000
years, and one which tore the medieval world apart. Not just European religion,
but thought, culture, society, state systems, personal relations - everything - was
turned upside down. Just about everything which followed in European history
can be traced back in some way to the Reformation and the Counter-Reformation
which it provoked. The Reformation is where the modern world painfully and
dramatically began, and MacCulloch's great history of it is recognised as the best
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modern account.
"Includes Kentucky, the Kentucky Pioneers, Fancy Farm, Religious Presence at St.
Jerome Catholic Church, St. Jerome Parish, St. Jerome Catholic School, Fancy Farm
High School, Fancy Farm Elementary School, Fancy Farm Picnic,
Families"--Publisher's website.
An explosive tale of suspense and drama, as the author dodges bullets, the CIA and a
crazy Israeli Intelligence agent, in his real-life, rollercoaster quest to hunt down the key
to the deep, dark secret which will rock the governments of both Great Britain and the
United States, and trigger the political scandal of the century.
Two historians reveal the hidden history of the Knights Templar in pre-Columbian
America and their influence on the Founding Fathers. Templars in America reveals the
story of two leading European Templar families who combined forces to create a new
commonwealth in America nearly a century before the voyages of Christopher
Columbus. Henry St. Clair of the Orkney Islands, then part of Normandy, and Carlo
Zeno, a Venetian trader, made peaceful and mutually beneficial contact with the
Mi’kmaq people of what is now Canada. Historians Tim Wallace-Murphy and Marilyn
Hopkins draw on archival and archaeological evidence to prove the Templar voyage.
They then demonstrate how this early contact with the Americas ties into the centurieslong development of the Templars and Freemasonry, which in turn shaped the thinking
of the founding fathers—and the American Constitution. Wallace-Murphy and Hopkins
also reveal the continuous history of American exploration from the time of ancient
Egypt, Greece, and Rome, through the age of the Vikings. Templars in America is a
wild ride from the golden age of exploration to the founding of the United States.
A compelling argument that connects the lost treasure of the Knights Templar to the
mysterious money pit on Oak Island, Nova Scotia, that has baffled treasure hunters for
two centuries • Fascinating occult detective work linking the Cathars, the Scottish
Masons, and Renne-le-Chateau to the elusive treasure pit on Oak Island • Draws on
new evidence recently unearthed in Italy, France, and Scotland to provide a compelling
solution to one of the world's most enduring mysteries When the Order of Knights
Templar was ruthlessly dissolved in 1307 by King Philip the Fair of France it possessed
immense wealth and political power, yet none of the treasure the Templars amassed
has ever been found. Their treasure is rumored to contain artifacts of spiritual
significance retrieved by the order during the Crusades, including the genealogies of
David and Jesus and documents that trace these bloodlines into the royal bloodlines of
Merovingian France. Placing a Scottish presence in the New World a century before
Columbus, Steven Sora paints a credible scenario that has the Sinclair clan of Scotland
transporting the wealth of the Templars--entrusted to them as the Masonic heirs of the
order--to a remote island off the shores of present-day Nova Scotia. The mysterious
money pit there is commonly believed to have been built before 1497 and has guarded
its secret contents tenaciously despite two centuries of determined efforts to unearth it.
All of these efforts (one even financed by American president Franklin Delano
Roosevelt) have failed, thanks to an elaborate system of booby traps, false beaches,
hidden drains, and other hazards of remarkable ingenuity and technological complexity.
Catholic Sensationalism and Victorian Literature offers a highly original examination of
Victorian sensationalism through the exploration of popular literary representations of
Roman Catholicism, that exotic, corrupt religious 'Other' which is inscribed as the
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implacable anti-English enemy. The book demonstrates how new understandings of
cultural tensions of the period are gained through the association of Roman Catholicism
with secular fears of crime, sex and violence, rather than with theological 'excesses'
and doctrinal 'superstitions'.
American evangelicalism has recently experienced a new openness to Roman
Catholicism, and many evangelicals, both famous and ordinary, have joined the
Catholic Church or are considering the possibility. This book helps evangelicals who
are exploring Catholicism to sort out the kind of concerns that typically come up in
discerning whether to enter into the full communion of the Catholic Church. In simple
language, it explains many theological misunderstandings that evangelicals often have
about Catholicism and suggests the kind of practical steps many take to enter the
Catholic Church. The book frames evangelicals becoming Roman Catholic as a kind of
"paradigm shift" involving the buildup of anomalies about evangelicalism, a crisis of the
evangelical paradigm, a paradigm revolution, and the consolidation of the new Catholic
paradigm. It will be useful for both evangelicals interested in pursuing and
understanding Catholicism and Catholic pastoral workers seeking to help evangelical
seekers who come to them.
Interest in this subject has never been greater, but who were the Knights Templar? The
order was founded early in the twelfth century to protect pilgrims to the Holy Land by
the Rex Deus families, who claimed to trace their bloodline directly from Jesus Christ.
The Knights Templar had their own agenda and rose to power despite not conforming
to the beliefs of the established Church of the time. Tim Wallace-Murphy explains the
heretical spiritual beliefs of the Knights Templar and the Rex Deus families and
examines their role in the loss of the Holy Land. He charts their achievements in a
remarkable range of endeavours, from building castles and cathedrals to laying the
foundations of the modern marketplace. He also uncovers the links between the Rex
Deus families and the creation and propagation of the Grail sagas and, later, the
foundation of the secret society of Freemasonry.
“To understand trends in the Roman Catholic Church since Vatican Council II
(1962-1965), Finbarr Corr’s new book Broken Promises is required reading. With his
skill as an Irish storyteller that was vividly evident in his prior books, Corr, a former
priest, constructs an important new window on what he describes as ‘the Church’s
third major crisis since Jesus Christ established it on Simon Peter, the Rock.’ Drawing
on decades of vital experience as a crusading priest, innovative family therapist, and
provocative educator and author, Dr. Corr asks if the Church can survive its failure to
follow through on the dictates of Vatican Council II which was initiated by Pope John
XXIII to ‘open up the windows of the church and let in some fresh air.’ Dr. Corr
provides a fresh look at the fifty years since Vatican II and presents a rich study of the
Church’s relationship to the modern world. Broken Promises provides new insights into
this challenging topic.” Tom O’Connell, B.A., M.A., S.F.O. Publisher of
sanctuary777.com and Author of Power, Politics & Propaganda: Observations of a
Curious Contrarian

An Anthology of Writings from 1483 to 1999 Firmly I Believe and Truly celebrates
the depth and breadth of the spiritual, literary, and intellectual heritage of the PostReformation English Roman Catholic tradition in an anthology of writings that
span a five hundred year period between William Caxton and Cardinal Hume.
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Intended as a rich resource for all with an interest in Roman Catholicism, the
writings have been carefully selected and edited by a team of scholars with
historical, theological, and literary expertise. Each author is introduced to provide
context for the included extracts and the chronological arrangement of the
anthology makes the volume easy to use whilst creating a fascinating overview of
the modern era in English Catholic thought. The extracts comprise a wide variety
writing genres; sermons, prayers, poetry, diaries, novels, theology, apologetics,
works of controversy, devotional literature, biographies, drama, and essays.
Includes writings by: John Colet, John Fisher, Thomas More, Robert Southwell,
Philip Howard, Edmund Campion, John Gother, John Dryden, Mary Barker,
Alexander Pope, Richard Challoner, Alban Butler, John Milner, Elizabeth
Inchbald, Nicholas Wiseman, Margaret Mary Hallahan, A. W. N. Pugin, John
Henry Newman, Henry Edward Manning, Frederick William Faber, Bertrand
Wilberforce, Gerard Manley Hopkins, Vincent McNabb, Hilaire Belloc, Maurice
Baring, G. K. Chesterton, R. A. Knox, J. R. R. Tolkien, Caryll Houselander,
Evelyn Waugh, Graham Greene, John Bradburne, Cardinal Hume
Governments, Citizens, and Genocide A Comparative and Interdisciplinary
Approach Alex Alvarez A comprehensive analysis demonstrating how whole
societies come to support the practice of genocide. "Alex Alvarez has produced
an exceptionally comprehensive and useful analysis of modern genocide... [It] is
perhaps the most important interdisciplinary account to appear since Zygmunt
Bauman's classic work, Modernity and the Holocaust." -- Stephen Feinstein,
Director, Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies "Alex Alvarez has written a
first-rate propaedeutic on the running sore of genocide. The singular merit of the
work is its capacity to integrate a diverse literature in a fair-minded way and to
take account of genocides in the post-Holocaust environment ranging from
Cambodia to Serbia. The work reveals patterns of authoritarian continuities of
repression and rule across cultures that merit serious and widespread public
concern." -- Irving Louis Horowitz, Rutgers University More people have been
killed in 20th-century genocides than in all wars and revolutions in the same
period. Recent events in countries such as Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia
have drawn attention to the fact that genocide is a pressing contemporary
problem, one that has involved the United States in varying negotiating and
peace-keeping roles. Genocide is increasingly recognized as a threat to national
and international security, as well as a source of tremendous human suffering
and social devastation. Governments, Citizens, and Genocide views the crime of
genocide through the lens of social science. It discusses the problem of defining
genocide and then examines it from the levels of the state, the organization, and
the individual. Alex Alvarez offers both a skillful synthesis of the existing literature
on genocide and important new insights developed from the study of criminal
behavior. He shows that governmental policies and institutions in genocidal
states are designed to suppress the moral inhibitions of ordinary individuals. By
linking different levels of analysis, and comparing a variety of cases, the study
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provides a much more complex understanding of genocide than have prior
studies. Based on lessons drawn from his analysis, Alvarez offers an important
discussion of the ways in which genocide might be anticipated and prevented.
Alex Alvarez is Associate Professor in the Department of Criminal Justice at
Northern Arizona University. His primary research interests are minorities, crime,
and criminal justice, as well as collective and interpersonal violence. He is author
of articles in Journal of Criminal Justice, Social Science History, and Sociological
Imagination and is currently writing a book on patterns of American murder. April
2001 240 pages, 6 1/8 x 9 1/4, bibl., index cloth 0-253-33849-2 $29.95 s / £22.95
Contents The Age of Genocide A Crime By Any Other Name Deadly Regimes
Lethal Cogs Accommodating Genocide Confronting Genocide =
Collects #1-40, Special Preview Edition, The Darkness 1/2, Tales of the
Darkness 1/2-4, Tales of the Darkness 2001 1/2, The Darkness: Wanted Dead,
The Darkness/Witchblade 1/2 plus bonus material! Note: This is a large file
(almost 1GB), please make sure you have space on your device! THE
DARKNESS COMPENDIUM VOLUME 1 collects issue #1-#40 plus the complete
run of the TALES OF THE DARKNESS series collected into one volume. See
how The Darkness first manifested itself in bearer mafia hitman Jackie Estacado
and made his world even darker than before!
Translated with Introduction and Notes by Richard Cusimano and Eric Whitmore
Suger, the twelfth century abbot of Saint-Denis, has not received the respect and
attention that he deserves. Bernard of Clairvaux and Peter the Venerable have
garnered more attention, and students of medieval history know their names well.
In one respect, however, Suger has earned due praise, for his architectural
innovations to the church of Saint-Denis made it truly one of the most beautiful
churches in Europe. Students of history and architecture know Suger best for his
work on Saint-Denis, the burial site of medieval French kings, queens, and
nobility. The abbot enlarged, decorated, improved, and redesigned the building
so beautifully that it is safe to say that he became the foremost church architect
of twelfth-century France. The man, however, was so much more than an
architect. He served as a counselor and member of the courts of King Louis VI
and VII, who sent him across Europe on diplomatic missions. He represented
those kings at the papal curia and imperial diets. He was also a close friends and
confidante of King Henry I of England, whom he often visited on behalf of French
royal interests. Never shy, Suger seems almost obsessed that his works and
deeds not be forgotten. He acquired numerous properties and estates for his
abbey, as well as improved the ones it already possessed. He built new
buildings, barns, walls for villages, and increased the return of grain from all the
abbey’s lands. Readers interested in the medieval agricultural system and way
of life will also enjoy these texts. Suger’s texts also provide a wealth of
information about the events of his era as well as a large amount of biographical
material on his accomplishments. This translation of his writings intends to
enhance his reputation and make his name better known by students at all levels
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and among those interested in medieval topics.
This book seeks to glorify God in concrete ways by discussing miracles and other
answers to prayer with their contexts in Bebe (Harrison) Patten's life. The text
should interest both young and older Christians as it confirms the truths of
Scripture. As Bebe is being filled with the Holy Spirit at age 16, she hears God's
promise to use her to build a school for ministers and other Christian workers. A
central event in the book sets the usual "runaway" story on it head. In leaving
home to prepare for her ministry, she is running toward the Father and to the
truth. Her unbelieving parents, unable to understand her new-found love in her
religious experience ("craziness" to them), are ultimately converted to Christ. The
16-year-old girl evangelist exemplifies courage and conviction, with natural and
spiritual gifts, the latter being motivational springs from God that keeps her all her
life. The book is filled with other conflicts, as Bebe must believe God for
everything, sometimes even food and rent. She becomes an example not only of
faith but of great perseverance in faith, as she continues to believe God's
promise for the rest of her life. having no other financial support. Bebe Patten
predated the feminist revolution in the U.S. by at least 30 years, proclaiming
women's rights, including the right to preach in the early 1930s. And with that
message, she spoke out against racial segregation. Her ministry takes the reader
back to a pre-television, pre-technology-gadget era when many more people
went to church and believed in God and the Bible. The persecutions she suffered
are also reminiscent of an earlier age; yet she never lost sight of her mission to
establish a school. That school is now Patten University. She experienced the
value that all things are possible with God. The book will appeal to a wide range
of Christians.
"We have done nothing until we have left the world and set our faces toward the
city of God in hard, practical reality." —A. W. Tozer Readers love Tozer the way
we love friends who tell the hard truth. The truth is often bitter, but if we are wise
we will drink it down, and we'll be thankful we did. In Culture, A. W. Tozer tells it
how it is: to follow Christ toward heaven is to invite trouble in this world. Within
these pages are reflections on the true nature of the church, the cost of following
Jesus, and the blessed hope of the heaven-bound. Read Culture to be made
sober, determined, and bold in a world that would rather you quietly blend in.
"The Assassins of Alamut" is a riveting tale painted on the vast canvas of life in
Palestine and Persia during the 12th century, over vast snow covered mountains,
through the frozen wastes of the winter plateau, and into the fabulous cites of
Hamadan, Isfahan, and the Kingdom of Jerusalem.
Regional voices from England, Ireland, and Scotland inspired Seamus Heaney,
the 1995 Nobel prize-winner, to become a poet, and his home region of Northern
Ireland provided the subject matter for much of his poetry. In his work, Heaney
explored, recorded, and preserved both the disappearing agrarian life of his
origins and the dramatic rise of sectarianism and the subsequent outbreak of the
Northern Irish “Troubles” beginning in the late 1960s. At the same time, Heaney
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consistently imagined a new region of Northern Ireland where the conflicts that
have long beset it and, by extension, the relationship between Ireland and the
United Kingdom might be synthesized and resolved. Finally, there is a third
region Heaney committed himself to explore and map—the spirit region, that world
beyond our ken. In Seamus Heaney’s Regions, Richard Rankin Russell argues
that Heaney’s regions—the first, geographic, historical, political, cultural,
linguistic; the second, a future where peace, even reconciliation, might one day
flourish; the third, the life beyond this one—offer the best entrance into and a
unified understanding of Heaney’s body of work in poetry, prose, translations,
and drama. As Russell shows, Heaney believed in the power of ideas—and the
texts representing them—to begin resolving historical divisions. For Russell,
Heaney’s regionalist poetry contains a “Hegelian synthesis” view of history that
imagines potential resolutions to the conflicts that have plagued Ireland and
Northern Ireland for centuries. Drawing on extensive archival and primary
material by the poet, Seamus Heaney’s Regions examines Heaney’s work from
before his first published poetry volume, Death of a Naturalist in 1966, to his most
recent volume, the elegiac Human Chain in 2010, to provide the most
comprehensive treatment of the poet’s work to date.
Templar Bascot de Marins is preparing to rejoin the Holy Wars when he is called upon
to investigate a gruesome murder in the Order's own chapel... The shocking discovery
of a strangled prostitute in the Templar chapel throws the Order into disarray. Alongside
the corpse is a purse containing thirty pence-the same amount of silver Judas received
for betraying Christ. Is the murder revenge for a Templar brother's betrayal? Has one of
their own broken his vow of chastity? The Order's preceptor turns to Bascot to
determine whether an outsider is seeking to dishonour the Templars or a murderer
walks among their ranks.
This book introduces some of the most important military figures and events in Islamic
military history.
Making peace with her spiteful classmate, Clara, seems impossible to Jane. Despite
encouragement from Mother Baptista, the mother superior at their convent school, Jane
and Clara dig in their heels. As the girls brood they hear the cannons of the Civil War
explode outside their school as General Sherman and the Union army attack the city of
Columbia, South Carolina, in February 1865. Mother Baptista asks Sherman for
protection for her nuns and students, and he promises they will be safe inside their
convent school. But despite his promise they have to flee in the middle of the night
through a chaotic, burning city. Will Mother Baptista forgive Sherman for breaking his
promise? Can Jane and Clara make peace when the adults in their world are at odds
and at war? Set during the most deadly and divisive war in U.S. history, this compelling
story is based on first-person accounts of true events. Fire and Forgiveness is a
reminder of the important role forgiveness and peacemaking play in life's conflicts big
and small, whether between quarreling children, proud adults, or warring nations.
Jesus Christ: In Whom the Deity and the fullness of God is revealed in Person, Body,
and Essence. The Word became Flesh and dwelt among men. The vibrant, glowing
descriptions of Jesus' Deity, life, and ministry among the human race have endeared
this gospel to hearts of Christians for centuries. Indeed, it is the gospel that is generally
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recommended as the new convert's first assignment. Within its pages are unparalleled
revelations of an eternal God Who entered human history in the person of Jesus Christ
to reconcile the world of lost humanity to fellowship with him. Nowhere else in the New
Testament is the Good News made so simple and clear.
Proceedings of a conference on a theme, the 34 essays by specialists from 15
countries prevent various facets of the struggles waged for the possession of the Holy
Land between the 10th and 13th centuries, and of the activities of the military orders
elsewhere in Europe.
Drawing on English, Chinese, and Japanese sources, this study challenges the
prevailing view that the Rape of Nanking was a deliberate, planned effort on the part of
the Japanese military and concludes that it was instead an unfortunate tragedy of
conventional warfare.
Is God fact or fiction? This is the question that has been the subject of debate for
millennia, oftentimes leading to violence, as we have seen in the countless religious
wars throughout the course of history, including the Islamic and Christian wars of today.
The Greatest Story Ever Forged discusses this question, and outlines the fabrications
giving birth to these monotheistic religions, their early developments, and how they
have tyrannized the West and Middle East for these many centuries. Though there
have been many defenders of the faith, David Hernandez shows how these religions
have infinitely caused more damage to man than any good they have ever been
credited for having done. This is what he calls ''the Curse of the Christ Myth,'' which
derives from ''the big lie'' as propounded by the inventors of the Christ Myth, who
battled as fiercely among themselves as they did against their detractors or nonbelievers. These include everyone from the Jews to the Pagans to the Gnostics to the
heretics, and any form of ''infidels'' in an effort to establish their ''true'' religions.
Read through time, enjoying the good, the better, and the best books from each of the
seven eras below: Year 1: Ancient History to 476 A.D. Year 2: The Middle Ages, 477 to
1485 A.D. Year 3: The Age of Discovery, 1485-1763 A.D. Year 4: The Age of
Revolution, 1764-1848 A.D. Year 5: The Age of Empire, 1849-1914 A.D. Year 6: The
American Century, 1915-1995 A.D. Year 7: The Information Age, 1996- Present Day At
the end of seven years, repeat! A Seven Year Cycle Reading Plan is a booklist
compiled of hundreds of books from each era in history organized into categories of
interest. This volume also includes copious room for you to add your own favorite titles!
Its mysterious symbols and rituals had been used in secret for centuries before
Freemasonry revealed itself in 1717. But where had this powerful organization come
from and why had Freemasonry been attacked by the Roman Catholic Church?
Robinson answers those questions and more.
Dungeon, Fire and Sword is a good book for all who enjoy a well-written, wellresearched story of stupidity, greed, barbarity, unspeakable cruelty, deception, fraud,
treachery and sanctimony... John J. Robinson has written a fascinating history of an
incredible time.
This book contains a collection of history and genealogy records for the mid-1700s to
the mid-1900s derived from meeting minutes, marriage, family, death and membership
records; as well as, historical information about the colony. The information preserve
In this volume some of the outstanding Christian scholars of our day reflect on how their
minds have changed, how their academic fields have changed over the course of their
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careers, and the pressing issues that Christian scholars will need to address in the
twenty-first century. This volume offers an accessible portrait of key trends in the world
of Christian scholarship today. Christian Thought in the Twenty-First Century features
scholars from Great Britain, Canada, the United States, and Switzerland. The
contributors represent a wide variety of academic backgrounds--from biblical studies to
theology, to religious studies, to history, English literature, philosophy, law, and ethics.
This book offers a personal glimpse of Christian scholars in a self-reflective mode,
capturing their honest reflections on the changing state of the academy and on changes
in their own minds and outlooks. The breadth and depth of insight afforded by these
contributions provide rich soil for a reader's own reflections, and an agenda that will
occupy Christian thinkers well into the twenty-first century. Content and Contributors:
Historical Perspectives on the Christian Tradition 1. Jesus and The Gospels, by Craig
A. Evans 2. The Dwarfs are for the Dwarfs: Medieval Church History Today, by Dennis
D. Martin 3. Reflections on Medieval English Literature, by Denis Renevey 4.
Reflections of an Historian of Early Modern German Protestantism, by Douglas H.
Shantz 5. Making Historical Theology, by Margaret R. Miles 6. Eastern Orthodoxy in the
Twenty-First Century, by James R. Payton Jr. 7. Religion's Return, by Lamin Sanneh
Philosophical and Theological Issues 8. The Christian Philosopher Today, by Terrence
Penelhum 9. Christian Thought: An Agenda for the Future, by Clark H. Pinnock 10.
Process Theology in Process, John B. Cobb Jr. 11. Christian Theology in a postChristendom World, by Douglas John Hall Encounters with Religious Pluralism and the
new Science 12. A New Way of Being Christian, by Paul F. Knitter 13. Comparative
Theology, Keith Ward 14. Science and Religion in the Twenty-First Century, by John
Polkinghorne 15. Bioethics: A Forum for Finding Shared Values in a Twenty-First
Century Society, by Margaret Somerville The Academy and the City 16. "But have you
kept the faith of your Ancestors?" Musings on the writing and teaching of the history of
Christianity in a Secular Canada, by Marguerite Van Die 17. The Spiritual Quest,
Christian Thought, and the Academy: Challenges, Commitments, and Considerations,
by Charles Nienkirchen 18. Ecstatic Nerve: Fiction, Historical Narrative, and Christian
theology in an Academic Setting, by Peter C. Erb 19. Athens and Jerusalem: Facing
Both Ways in Calgary, by Alan P. F. Sell 20. The City and the Church, by Wesley A.
Kort Approaches to English Literature and Film 21. Reflections on Literary Theory and
Criticism, by Susan Felch 22. A Time of Promise and Responsibility: Teaching English
Literature in the Christian Academy, by Arlette Zinck 23. Thomas Merton: Retrospect
and Prospect, by Bonnie Thurston 24. Thomas Merton's Divinations for a Twenty-First
Century Christian Reader, by Lynn Szabo 25. Christianity and the Cinema: An
Interreligious Conversation, by Anne Moore Index
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